	
  

	
  

Seascapes Workshop, Agenda
	
  
Saturday, March 15th
APFD meeting participants arrive in Maui, shortly after transportation will take you directly to the
workshop venue
Sunday, March 16th
APFD participants: APFD meeting, details to come
Seascape Workshop attendees: Arrive in Maui, shortly after transportation will take you directly to the
workshop venue
Monday, March 17th
Session 1: Welcome remarks and introductions
Session 2: Updates from the field
Tuesday, March 18th
Session 3: Capacity Building: Sharing Lessons Learned
Wednesday, March 19th
Session 4: Supply Chains and Market Linkages in Fisheries
Thursday, March 20th
Morning Session: Field Trip, details to come
Afternoon Session: Free for meetings
Friday, March 21st
Session 5: TBD
Session 6: Speed dating (a series of small group meetings between the field teams and experts on a
variety of topics)
Saturday, March 22nd
Depart from the Royal Lahaina Resort for the Maui airport
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Supply Chains and Market Linkages in Fisheries
CI’s work aims to achieve human wellbeing benefits from more sustainable management of natural
capital. Fisheries provide livelihoods and food for over a billion people worldwide, including some of
the world’s poorest people. Although much of our work to date has focused on improving the
sustainability of fish catches with the aim of increasing future catch amounts, we can also enhance
livelihoods by increasing the value received by fishers for their catch. This session will focus on
projects (existing or potential), which seek to increase this value, particularly when this can be linked
to explicit sustainability objectives.
Preparation required beforehand:
To guide the brainstorming and learning session, a table will be sent out to fill in.
Possible agenda:
- Overview of the fisheries component of the Global Ag + Fisheries Sector
- Jack Kittinger speaks about the Hawaii fisheries supply chain
- Panel Discussion to discuss supply chains and market linkages
- Breakout groups discussions
- Overview of CI’s work on supply chains to date and identification of objectives of the breakout
groups
- Present team outcomes, identify next steps
Outcomes:
- Document that consolidates work already being done
- General increased understanding and awareness of this type of work and the solutions
available
- A lit of partners to with (existing and potential)
- Proposed ways in which CI could/should engage in this issue; tools, opportunities, leverage
points
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Capacity Building: Sharing Lessons Learned
Capacity building is a fundamental component of marine resource management that every one of our
marine teams globally is engaged in to varying degrees. However, much of this work is done in
isolation and may or may not be part of a comprehensive capacity development strategy for each
region. With this session, we will discuss capacity building lessons learned from the field—
achievements, successful strategies, and obstacles—with the aim of exposing each other to new
models, materials, and approaches and to increase coordination and exchange between our field
teams. Additionally, a focus will be placed on what our niche, as an organization, can and should be
for marine management capacity building globally.
Preparation required beforehand:
To guide the brainstorming and learning session, a table will be sent out to fill in.
Possible agenda:
- Anne Walton, from NOAA, presents on International MPA Capacity Building Program
- Case Study: Capacity Building in Indonesia
- Panel Discussion:
- Overview of CI’s marine capacity building activities and tools
- Breakout group discussion
- Moderated discussion: ways to have more effective coordination and exchanges and CI’s
future niche in capacity building
- Present team outcomes, identify next steps
Outcomes:
- List of available capacity building resources developed and used across the CI’s marine teams
- Draft framework for a CI marine capacity building learning network/coordination mechanism,
including list of key capacity builders and partners from each region
- Draft strawman for a capacity building strategy/niche for CI Marine, including list of essential
partners
- Follow-up actions with assigned responsibility
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